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We come into
the world alone,
We go aw;ry the same.
We are meant to spend
the interlude between
in closeness,

Or so we tell

ourselves.
But it's a long way
from the morning to
the evening.
Rod McKuen
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Class of '74 Welcomed
by Betty Wetzler

picnic on the Hex Room Green
while the students were musically
entertained by the Ox Peddle and

plans. The total success of the
Summer Orientation program
hinged on the fact that it allowed
the freshmen to met each other
and Newark State in a relaxed,
unpr-essured atmosphere. In
coming years, more stress will be
placed on this type of orientation
while the usual three-day
orientation program before classes
begin is eventually phased out.
Monday, September 14th, saw
the beginning . of Newark State's
customary three day Orientation
with preparations by Bob Sasala,
Program Committee Chairman,
Paul Matos, Social Committee
Chairman, and Elliot Bernstein,

Tuesday morning, September
the freshmen were
introduced to familiar Newark
State personale in an assembly at
the Theatre for the Performing
Arts. Those present included
N.S.C. President , Dr. Nathan
Weiss, who sketched the history
of the school and urged the
students to participate in and
support school functions; Dr.
Parks, Dean of Students; Student
Org President Dave Lichtenstein
who talked of student power,

Then Ten Wheel Drive came in
by Howard Duff
Genya Ravan feels good. from the first note of their first
Genya Ravan makes me feel good. song revealed something that most
Genya Ravan made most big bands lack - talent and
everybody feel good. More than humanness. The horn section
good , I would say. For what (which doubled as a
happened as far as that aspect of percussion-rhythm section at

following

Food Committee Chairman, w"th
Tony
Levi as the over-all

stating tha t not u. :,ig it is ju!'t as
bad as misusing it; Student Org.

important aspect) check out my

sound

afternoon. Mixers, pizza parties,
and bonfires were all part of the
social a c t1v1t1es which were
offered to each group upon their
arrival. Dougall and Whitman
dormitories were open to those
staying over night. The morning
activities consisted of group tours
of th e campus led by
upperclassmen, applications for
library cards, and the acquisition
of I.D.'s. An afternoon picnic
concluded each group's first
encounter with New:uk State.
The entire Summer Orientation
program was student planned and
supervised with carte blanche
from the Administra.tion for any

Orientation Chairman. The day
began at ten a.m. with the
Community Coalition (former
Strike Committee) open meeting
in the Little Gallery. At the same
time in the Little Gallery, draft
counseling was available to those
interested. In the Snack Bar,
freshmen were able to acquaint
themselves with the various
groups, organizations, and clubs
on campus. Representatives of
each were on hand to answer
questions concerning their
particular activity and to secure
possible members.
From eleven-thirty a.m. to four
p.m., food was provided at a

Vice President Tony Levi who
spoke of the necessity for the
continuation of a bond of
togetherness on campus ;
Memorabilia editor Tony Sa;
C.B.A. President Thelmon
Newman; Don Merce for the
College Center Board; S.C.A.T.E.
chairman Pete Zanias ; and
Independent editor Ed Naha who
stressed student involvement.
At eleven a.m., the movie
"Medium Cool" was shown in the
T.P.A. while a picnic and dance
were going on outside the Snack
Bar. From one to four, the
freshmen were involved in group

olher column in this paper (which
was spooky for me because it was
written before the concert.)
Ox Peddle is from Virginia, a
new group around these parts.
They look like a rock n' roll group
looks like these days, and for the
first few tunes played like most
new rock groups are playing these
days - sterile. Then they groke
out an old Gary U .S. Bonds
number and began to play with
their guts, not their heads. They
progressed from there into a really
nice band who I'd like to hear
some more of in the future.

knock you over ar,d yet still
appreciate as art. The drummer
was a flippy little guy who played
a nice tight set. The organist and
guitar player (a handsome devil
who has the same shirt as me)
both played with excellent taste.
The bassist was excellent . He had
the ' perfect tone and pattern for
every song. He rivaled George
Juncivites as a bassist. Genya
Ravan is a mind fucker . Her voice
is really , really good and
expressive, and like I said, makes
you feel real good.
I hope you were there.

The Class of I 974 was first
welcomed officia lly and
informally to Newark State
College the week of August 30th
in N .S.C.'s first summer
orientation program. Tony Levi ,
Student Organization Vice
President and Orientation
Chairman, was aided by some
thirty orientation committee
workers in greeting the 970
freshman out of the enrolled 1 I 53
who took advantage of this
summer program.
For the next five days,
freshmen arrived in pre-arranged
sections. A new group arrived
each evening at six, and remained

until

four-thirty

the

Ten Wheel Drive.

I 5th,

10 Wheel Drive Wails

the

concert

(by

far . the

most

times) was ..uve-d:> - "r

(Continued on Page 7)

Parks Named New Dean
Dr. James Benson Parks III, a
graduate of Howard University, a
senior counselor and professor of
social sciences at the Federal City
College of Washington , D.C. , and
a former Newark teacher , is
Newark State' s new Dean of
Students , succeeding Acting Dean
of Students Edwin Williams. Dr.
Parks ' appointment became
effective during the summer.
Dean Parks expounding on the
duties and the responsibilities of
his new post recently remarked ,
"Students should contact my
office before any other
administrative office whenever the
need arises. Dialogue will always
be kept open; however, I can
agree or disagree with the
students; I shall not just
automatically side with the
student. I owe them that". Dean
Parks continued by explaining

valuable asset to the entire college
community."
Prior to his appoi ntment , Dean
Parks served as a parole officer in
the New Jersey State Parole
Bureau, a case worker for the
Talking generally on colleges
Essex County Welfare Board and a
and the college community Dr.
personnel researcher for the New
Parks said that the college
Jersey Division of Employment
experience is moving away from
Security .
just the upper and middle class
After completing his Master of
young adults and now higher
Arts degree program at Seton Hall
education is for all people.
University in the field of
President Nathan Weiss, in
Personnel and Guidance , Dr. Parks
making the announcement noted
was awarded research fellowships
that "Dean Parks' selection came
to study at the University of
as a result of his experience and
excellent background, and was Oregon. While on the Eugene
arrived at through the use of campus, Dr. Parks served as a
students on the selection research analyst and research
committee." President Weiss assistant. Dr. Parks earned his
added, "Dean Parks is not only Ph.D. in Psychology from the
our choice, but more importantly University of Oregon in I 968.
Prior to his appointment at
he is the choice of the students.
He will be an important member Federal City College Dr. Parks
(Continued on Page 2)
of the President's cabinet and a

c_...

emitted was enough

that the Dean of Students is "not
all powerful ; he is an
administrator with limitations, he
can be an initiator as well as a
reactor."

Dr. James Benson Parks Ill

£

to
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Free University In October
by Ro Robe~tson

The Strike at Newark State
produced an unexpecte d
educational experience. As a
result of successful workshops and
dia logues, students discovered
they could learn without being
dragged to a classroom and
programmed to beg for an A. To
continue this different kind of
learning experience, the
Community Coalition (formerly
the N.S.C. Strike Committee) is
sponsoring a Free University this
fall. The Free University will
consist of informal, non-credit
courses on a voluntary basis.
These courses are open to any
interested people, on campus and
off, without charge. There are five
courses scheduled to begin in the
first week of October and will be
held once-a-week thereafter.
The Community Coalition will
act as a resource unit for the
University. They wi ll b e
responsible for any materials or
money needed to keep Free
University functioning. The
Coalition will not impose any
restrictions on the courses or the
guides of each course. The Free
University is abandoning
traditional forms of instruction.
The guides will lead the group or
class to discovery through
dialogue and sharing rather than

Campus Code
Implemented

acting in an instructor capacity by Student Activities will conduct a
feeding information. The guides course entitled
SEXUAL
In speaking of the code, Mr.
by Ina White
are volunteers without salary.
R E VOL U TIO N? Th~ ough
The Interim Campus Code, a Dexter Pease, Assistant to the
The Community Coalition is discussion of such contemporary
soliciting any additional courses literature as Masters and document setting forth a code of Dean of Students, emphasized
to add to the five already Johnson's Human Sexual behavior for all members of the that this is an "all-college
scheduled.
Response and Dr. Rubin's college community and outlining document" equally applicable to
Bob Di.Fernando and Howard Everything You Wanted to Know necessary steps for the redress of faculty members, administrators,
Duff will serve as guides for Abou ~ Sex and personal . grievances, was drafted this and civil service employees as well
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC AND experiences, the group will work sum mer by the Ad Hoc as students. The Ad Hoc
THE COUNTER-CULTURE(alias towards an ultimate goal of total Committee on Rights and Committee which drafted the
Rock n' Roll) This is a completely and honest free subject matter Responsibilities and approved by code was made up of four day
college student council
unstructured course which will discussion . Such open dialogue the Board of Trustees.
Originally entitled The Newark representatives, one evening
immerse the student into the basic should remove the question mark
State College Academic college student council
roots of his music. The course will after The Sexual Revolution.
Communi
t y : R i ghts and representative , five faculty
introduce the student to origins
Arnold Gold , Martin Diamond
and aspects of today's music and other ACLU attorneys will Responsibilities, the code was members, two administrators, and
through recordings, experiences guide a course on MINOR ITIES submitted to and approved by the two civil service employees, and
and open dialogue. For more AND THE LAW. Through this Board of Trustees on August 27 the document was then passed on
information on Contemporary course, they will discuss, inform, with the title change . As such, it to the executive boards of both
the
Music and the Counter-Culture, and educate members of th will remain in effect until a Student Governments
watch Howard Duffs Music community on any part of the Jaw permanent code is written and Facullty Senate, and the' Staff
column .
which relates to minorities. (This approved, subject to a February I, Association before finally going to
A course on HATHA YOGA means any minority ; blacks, 1971 deadline. Copies will be the Board of Trustees.
wi ll be conducted by Dina st u dents, women, dogs, mailed to the student body
The main reason why it is an
Cetrulo. She is now involved in go ldfis h .... ) The student is shortly.
interim code, according to Mr.
The basic premise of the Code,
teacher-training courses at the bro ught in contact with a valuable
Pease, is that work on it was done
as
stated in its introduction, is over the summer, when not all
Integral Yoga Institute, New source of information and legal
York. This course is an integrated aid and is also made aware of the that "the purposes of the College members of the college
- teaching and learning, the community were available to
a pp roach to the restfulness problems of minorities.
achieved thro ugh yoga by
FIELD STUDIES IN URBAN advancement of knowledge and express their opinions. Another
combining exercises, chanting and LIFE will be conducted by service of the community - are drafting committee will be set up
meditation. By being exposed to Charles Tyson, new director of only attainable in a climate of to develop before the February 1
these practices, the student will Black Studies. Through field trips academic freedom". Actions deadline a permanent code. Mr.
gain a peaceful air, a relief from into the urban environmen t, the which are "inconsistent with the Pease commented that the
the pressures of daily life .
group will discover , explore and mai n tenance of aca d emic permanent code would probably
Eugene Fixler, director of feel the cult ural, economic, and freedom" are therefore contain "quite a number of
physical structures of various prohibited. Such actions include revisions, m.ostly amplifications to
obstruction or disru ption of any make it broader". If the
urban commu nities.
authorized
college activity or the permanent code is written and
The Community Coalition , as
free
flow
of traffic; physical approved before the February l
sponsors of The Free University,
wife , Kasturbai , who did not
abuse,
threat
of physical abuse or deadline, it will become effective
is
offering
students
an
extension
understand but who nonetheless
followed , the Antagonist of their education on campus. detention of any person on immediately. If not, the College
representing the composite forces During the summer, the Coali tion college owned or controlled will continue to operate under the
fo r and against Gandh i and his was active in a "watch-dog" role property; theft of o r damage to I nter im Campus Code until
aims.
on campus, insuring stu dents a college property or proper ty of superseded by the permanent
"Gandhi" written by Gurney
fair deal in campus affairs . The members of the academic code.
Campbell, stars Jack MacGowran Coalition has prepared a community; failure to comply
included with the code in the
in the title role. The Roy N.
presentation for Freshman with directions of college officials
or
security
officers;
disorderly
pamphlet
to be sent to students is
Nevans-Albert J. Schiff Orientation and about fifteen
conduct;
and
all
forms
of
information
on available channels
production is directed by Jose
members are involved in group
Quintero with costumes by Jane discussions with freshmen. The dishonesty including cheating, for redress of grievances. One such
Greenwood and sets by Ming Cho Coalition is also offering draft plagiariam, knowingly furnishing channel is the new campus
training and counseling on false information to the college, ombussman. Mr. Martin Buchner,
Lee.
and forgery . Another point in the Associate Professor in the Fine
Preview performances are campus.
Code
, prohibiting the use, Arts Department, will serve as the
Tuesday, October 13 through
The Community Coalition is
possession
or distribution of Newark State College
Monday , October 19 as follows : the organizing instrument for the
narcotic
or
illegal
drugs on college Ombudsman. Mr. Pease explained •
Tues., Wed., Thurs. , Fri. and Mon . Free University. The schedule of
owned
or
con
trolled
property, that the ombudsman, a person
at 8:30 PM. Sat. at 7 PM and times and places will be
will
be
superseded
by the fully familiar with the intricacies
10:30 PM.Sun.at3 PMand7:30 announced soon in the
formulation and acceptance of the of the co.liege bureaucratic
PM. Tickets are priced al $5 and INDEPENDENT .
$3.50.
The Free University is a new Newark State College Drug Code. structure, will be able to either
Detailed steps for disciplinary so lve questions, problems or
During these showings, any ex Peri ence in edu cation for
action
against those charged with comp l aints himself or to
student who presents his school Newark State and only the
violation
of the college rules, immediately direct the individual
[D card and purchases one $5 participants can make it
incl
ud
ing
specific procedures to the correct source of
ticket, will receive a second ticket mean ingful. Are yo u interested in
designed
to
safeguard
the rights of information. This will hopefully
at no additional expense.
your mind?
those charged , are also contained speed up the entire process of
getting action on grievances.
in the code.

THE

Ghandi At Playhouse
" Gan d hi," the new play
opening October 20 at the
Playhouse, 359 West 48th Street,
deals with the dramatic life of the
Indian leader and to uches on
many themes : non-violence,
prejudice, inj ustice. [rt is the
portrayal of a man who saw
beyond his time, who sacrificed
his life for a v1s1on few
understood and fewer would fight
for: India's freedom from British
rule and to unify Hindu and
Muslim as one nation .
The drama details Gandhi's life
as a young dandy and the gradual
submission of his personal vanity
and his family life to his ultimate
dream. It shows the opposition
from within and from without the
nation.
Shown with their weaknesses
and their virtues are Jawahar
Nehru who became prime minister
of India; J innah Sahib who led the
movement to bring about Pakistan
as a separate nation, Gandhi's

Listening Post
President \veiss will hold his
first Listening Post of the new
school year at 10:00 A.M. on
Wednesday, September 23 rd ,
in the Browsing Room of the
St udent Activities Building.
All students are invited to
co m e a nd speak to the
President about anything on
their minds. Dr. Weiss feels
that it is imperative to
maintain open communication
between the administ ration
and the st udents, and has
estab lished the President's
Listening Post to give the
students the opportunity to
express their views fully and
directly to him.
The dates of other Listening
Posts ar e Oc tober 20th,
November 19th and December
8th, all at 10:00 A.M.

Parks

(Continued from Page l )

served as an assistant professor of
psychology at California State
College, a nd . as a staff
psychologist in the Central City
Community Health Center in Los
Angeles, California.
He is a member of the
A merican P sycho l ogica l
A ssociation, the Council fo r
Exceptional Children, chairman of
the Human Rights Committee of
the National Capital Personnel
and Guidance Association, and a
mem ber o f th e A merican
P ersonnel a n d Gu id ance
Association. In 1969 Dr. Parks
served as a discussion leade r
during the McCully Confe rence
he l d at The University of
Maryland ; group encounte r leader
at the Mid-Atlantic Regio nal
C o nfe rence of the American

Co un sel of Edu cators and
Supervisors; and presented a paper
at the National A merican
P sychological Association
conference entitled "The Role of
White Professors in a Black
University."
Dr . Parks is the author of
several articles, among them are:
"A Working Model fo r Increasing
Self- Aware ness and Achievement
Motivation of Ju nior High School
Stud ents;:: " Black and White
Racism in American Society ;"
"Psysiological Development and
Deviant Behavior;" " Development
of Ed ucational Programs for
Urban Low [nco me and Minority
Studen ts;" " Attitudinal Effects of
T eac h ers U p on S t ud ent
P erformance;" and " Use of
Occ up ational Information in
Motivating Students."

AMERICAN SUN ENTERPRISES
TEXTILE PRINTERS
Attention:
Fraternities, Sororities, and other groups

Tee-shirts and sweatshirts printed in any design ,
quantity, size or color.
For rapid 4 -day serivce contact (collect) :

ALEXANDER KAZMARCK, Jr.
(609) 399-2155
If no answer: 399-1178
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Hela Yungst Named Miss N.J.
Newark State College can be
very proud to have the reigning
Miss New Jersey back at NSC
after an exciting summer
including The Miss N. J.
Scholarship Pageant and the Miss
America Scholarship Pageant just
last week . Hela Yungst , the
former Miss NSC 1969 went on to
win the title of Miss Union
County 1970 only three months
after relinquishing her NSC
crown . Union County , although
thrilled to have Hela as their
queen , only enjoyed this pleasure
for five weeks for on July 11 ,
Hela was chosen Miss New Jersey
over 33 other contestants from all
parts of the state. At the New
Jersey pageant in Cherry Hill, the
contestants were judged in three
categories evening gown , talent,
and swimsuit, as well as on a
personal interview.
After being crowned Miss New
Jersey , Hela received a $1,000.00
scholarship, $2,000.00 wardrobe
compliments of Gimbels, a trip
for two to Bermuda and the use
of a new Oldsmobile for the year.
She has been proclaimed official
hostess of the state by Gov. Cahill
and will be traveling througho ut
the state in that capacity.
This past week Hela made not
only NSC proud, but the entire
state o f New Jersey by
representing it in the Miss
America Scholarship Pageant in
Atlantic City. The theme of the
pageant was "What it was and
What it still is . . . Beautiful" and
that was certainly true of He\a

during her evening gown
competition wearing a fuschia
colored gown. The audience was
tre ated to a dramatic song
presentation of " Aldonza" from
Man of La Mancha on Thursday,
Miss NJ's talent competition
night.
Hela commented about the
pageant: " The two people who
deserve most of the credit are my
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parents. Everything I am is
through them. I came back from
Atlantic City with the love
friendship of 49 girls. I am proud
to represent N.J. with all the
wonderful people involved. Every
night people were at the hotel to
greet me and cheer me , the
Zaubers, Mary Bauer, my parents

and so many friends . .. I did my
best."
Newark State College has the
honor of claiming two Miss New
Jerseys in the five years that the
Miss NSC pageant has been in
existence. Christine Elbright, Miss
NSC 1966 became Miss N.J .
1966-67 and is still active in the
State pageant. Also on the State
pageant staff from Newark State
ar e H a rr y Clark , T er ry
Zabludowski , Miss NSC 1968, and

Lichtenstein Announces

Buchner Appointed

Ombudsman

Mr. Mart in S. Bu chner,
associate professor of fine arts,
has been appointed as the first
Campus Ombudsman at Newark
State College.
The Swedish term
"ombudsman" literally means a
grievance of "people's" man.
Since 18 09 governments of
various nations have created the
position of Ombudsman to give
citizens another avenue for
redressing grievances. In higher
education the role of the
ombudsman is relatively new , and
Newark State becomes one of the
first colleges in the nation to
create such a post.
Essentially Mr. Buchner's task
is to expedite all grievances,
whether they are academic or
non-academic in nature , by any
member of the college
community. Mr. Buchner will
either attemp t to solve the
pro blem himself, or quickly
channel and direct the grievance
to the appro priate policy-making
committee on campus for proper
action. He will also make
recommen d ations for the
elimination of specific grievances
to the proper policy-making
Tom Lindia who is also a state
bodies, ·should there be repeated
delegate to the Miss America
instances in a particular area.
Scholarship Pageant. Tom will
Suppose you' re one of NSC's
lend h is k n o wledge a nd
x -thousand students , your
experience in his position as
computer prepared grade fails to
executive director of the Miss
arrive in the mail. When it does
NSC pageant this year.
you find (too late) that you've
Hela is involved in school as earned an "F" in Health (which
well as in her capacity as Miss NJ. you didn't take that term) - an

Martin S. Buchner

At the present time Mr.
Buchner will continue to occupy
his office in the Art Building,
A-109, and he may also be
reached at extension 283 or 219.
Within the next few weeks Mr.
Buchner will move to another
office, this new location, his
office hours and phone number
will also be published in the
INDEPENDENT as soon as the
information is available.
After one year of operation the
position's effectiveness will be
evaluated by members of the
college community. Mr Buchner
comes to the position after serving
as the major arbitrator in grade
negotiations of last term.
According to Mr. Buchner " this
position is needed at this time in
this communit-y of s ,~-pea~• "

An active member of the Theater

error that can be easily corrected

Guild , she has played Abigail
Williams in ·The Crucible,
Desdemona in Othello, and was
assistant musical director of
Camelot. A sister of Omega Sigma
Psi, she is a senior music major.
The drive of an individual and
opportunities offered at a small
college have proven to many
young women that anything is
possible.

by locating the proper office but "confidentiality will be an
which office is the right one? essential feature of the office of
Academic advisement? Registrar? the Ombudsman , and no
Computer Center? You're pressed permanent records will be kept.''
for time and the new term is While Mr. Buchner will serve as a
beginning - no one seems willing welcome vehicle for channeling
to help you - you're hot and student grievances, the position of
bothered - where can you go for Campus Ombudsman serves to
help? Now you can try the supplement and does not
C a mpus Ombudsman , Mr. supercede other means of redress
Buchner , for assistance.
for student grievances.

N.S.A.
by David M. Walsh

Students from all parts of the
country exchanged ideas on life
and society during the 23rd
by Betty Wetzler
proje~ts. The "services" would annual Nation al Student
Dave Lichtenstein, president of include such programs that would Association Convention held in
Studen t Organization , has · provide Union residents with Mineappolis this summer.
NSA attempts to spearhead the
announced as one of Student babysitters, create a "senior
Org.'s first projects for the school citizens" day in Union , and student movement which is
year the formation of a college - formulate the position of director committed to end racism, sexism
local community alliance for the of community and NSC students and repression in American
mutual benefit of NSC students on any project deemed important societ y.
Workshops dealing with broad
and Union residents.
- such as the fight against
social issues such as racism,
pollution.
Acting as the representative for
The " projects" aspect involves se x ism , Ameri can law and
the Union township community is what Mr. Lichtenstein refe rs to as repression, the working man and
. the Union Jaycees. Mr. Walter "Project Police", which would Foreign policy were conducted by
Beurkle and two other Jaycees
will be meeting with Newark State allow the police and students to people from both government and
st ud e nts Lynn Pakrul , Mike meet informally on a regular basis the Student movement. The prime
areas of concern were as follows :
Mullaney, and Dave Lichtenstein. to foster understanding and open
Students clearly
communication lines. A second RAC ISM
The purpose and goal of such a
viewed
America
as a racist society
combination is to bring the " project" will be a workshop to
responsible
fo
r waging an
community and the college closer bring together the leaders and
inhuman
war
of
oppression on
together which will then , it is personalities of both Union and
blacks and minority peoples
Newark State.
hoped , alleviate communication
pr o blems a nd cr eate a n
Mr. Lichtenstein expressed his throughout the world.
Pulitzer Prize winner Sy Hinsh,
atmosphere of trust.
hopes for the success of this
program since he feels any author of My Lai, explained the
Mr. Lichtenstein explained that changes on campus must be nature of warfare in Viet Nam and
the desired end of this accompanied by our ability to the blatant racism displayed by
college-community combination is work with the surrounding Americans towards the Asian
a two-fold one of services and communiti~s on a personal-basis. people.

Projects For .1970-71

'l·•,. •.

Mr .

Buchner

added

What Is It?

Dynamic Black leader the
Reverend Jesse Jackson urged a
coalition of young whites to join
the Black man in his task of
resurrecting American life and
society. The Reverend stated, "We
must live together as brothers or
die as fools".
REPRESSIO N - Former aide to
JFK, RFK, and Eugene McCarthy,
Richard Goodwin expressed his
growing alienation towards
So•ciety and urged students to
" Let Nixon know that our
freedoms are not his to decide or
dispose of, and this is not his
country, but ours.''
Hans Morganthau, a doct or of
Political philosophy, warned that
the increasing threat to the status
quo that the New Left poses may
force this country to develop "a
t otalitarianism in defense of
democracy." He predicted a great
deal more repression in society if
revolutionary tactics of sabotage
and destruction increase .
REVOLUTION - The need for
revolutionary change in American
society was an accepted fact while
id~~ over tactics needed to
· achieve this goal varied.
'

.

'

Most students felt that
Revolution is inevitable in
America . Members of the
Establishment, such as Leonard
Woodcock , President of the
United Auto Workers strongly
disagree . Woodcock stated
emphatically, " If one takes action
to halt the central government,
one must be prepared for
revolution , and that is sheer
fantasy . Violent confrontation
will only bring about a
dictatorship from the right.''
Richard Goodwin also warned
against violent revolution because
he feared " the new order would
be just as oppressive as the old".
VI ET NAM - "In the n3IJ1e of
God, -let the killing stop" . With
this men_tality the NSA Congress
passed a -" esolution to End the
War" that sets a deadline of May ·
1, 1971 as the date in which
America must have ended its war
against the people of Viet Nam. A
massive display of militant,
non-violent civil disobedience is
being organized in the event that
this deadline is not reached. The
plan is to immobilize Washington
{Con_tinued on Page 12) . ·
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Sound And Fury
_,,rulA conno, be JoriceJ blf' m,u, be allowed. ,o. pkaJ Joriu#!IJ."
.

Critic
To the editor:
I wrote last Christmas and I'm
writing again. Yooze guys still
stink!
The Crimson Spitter

Better Times
This may seem to be a rather unorthodox editorial for
the first issue but it's one that we , of the Independent , feel
we must print. We had planned on a rather hard-hitting
editorial criticizing certain individuals who tried (vainly in
most cases) to exploit the freshm an class to some ex tent
during the pre-orientation activities held at th e dorms a few
weeks back.
Two things have happened recently that have swayed
our ideas of editorial priority. The first thing that occurred
was the leadership las t weekend , the second was orientation
this week . It would appear that the sensitivity sessions at
leadership succeeded in ending the ;'Greek" vs
"Independent" war and changed "them" and " us" to we .
The beauty of the closeness nurtured at leadership spread and
grew during Freshman Orientation.
We have never seen such a warm feeling permea te such a
large crowd of people who were almost total strange rs. If one
goes by slang, the "vibes" were th ere, and they were good.
We of the Independent can only ex press our ha ppin ess
at the newfound infectious fri endship that is spre'a ding
around campus and add that it is our hope that everyo ne
becomes seriously infected. Peace .

Alumni
News
To the editor :
You may be interested in
knowing that Captain E. Eddie
Edwards, a former Newark State
student has succeeded in setting
the world's record for waving
bye-bye. E. Eddie or "E. E." as
his friends call him , waved 1,597
bye-bye's in the span of only one
hour and sixty minutes. Strangely
enough Capt. Ed, or the "old
Capt." as his friends call him , also
set the world's record for making
ga-ga eyes and drooling . He is now
residing in the banana ward at the
Little Doggie Asylum and Fruit
Farm in Wannamoke , NJ. He
would appreciate hearing from
any of his friends out there at
N.S.C. He likes cards. Especially
ones with pretty colors .
Mrs . E. Eddie Edwards.

Good
Food
To the editor;
H e re
is a delightfully
interesting recipe I thought you'd
enjoy for making six foot
pancakes. First you get a rea lly
big frying pan ...
Heloise

Red
Menace
To the ed it or:
While you guys are writing
about love, peace, sex, and dope ,
the Communists are invading the
country! I saw two only yesterday
in a filling station on Morris A,ve!
That's right! Morris Avenue! The
street right outside our school.

How d oe s that grab you, eh
pinkos? Why , those commie
punks could be on campus right
now, getting your girlfriends,
putting flouride in your water,
blue stuff in the toilet bowls,
ground glass in your jello! There's
no telling what those devib could
do if provoked! Any you guys
write about love and peace. Boy
does that piss me off.
Johnny Pissoff

Wild
Life
To the editor:
For anyone who is interested
my friend Martha and myself are
organizing a club for people who
are interested in raising hamsters .
It's a hell of a lot of fun. Just
contact me in care of this paper.
Annie Rooney

Loose
Change
To the editor :
Hey kids! Want to make
money in your spare time? Want
that new apartment? New car?
Braces? Now there's a quick, easy
way by selling Easter cards in
September. You may wonder why
we'd want to sell Easter cards in
September. Just think . . . no
competition! Just sell 1,000 boxes
of ninety and you get a blue
coupon that is worth S0c or t en
points to .that swell new car or
Daisy rifle . Co ntact this paper
today.
Capt. E. Eddie Edwards

Wilder
Life
To the ed itor:
I am an attractive young man
with a German shepherd tha t is
interested in meeting a girl who
likes old fashioned co urtship
rituals , i .e. flogging , public
dun.kings, etc. Please, can yo u
help me?
H. Hefner
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by Ken Wilson

Last September all of the state colleges received a letter from the
State Board of Higher Education requesting each to develop a code of
behavior for their own schools.
Newark State did not respond sufficiently until this summer
when a second letter was received by the college. By implication, the
college was warned that it had better have a code of behavior in effect
for this semester or else the state would impose its own code.
Newark State finally passed a code in a way which demands
comparison with the way in which the Gulf of Tongking Resolution
was maneuvered through the Congress.
To fully understand the events which led to the adoption of the
code of behavior we must first look at the structure of Dr. Weiss'
College Conference Committee , formed partially as a result of the strike
of last May and partially because of the absence of an all-college senate.
When discussing the Committee Dr. Weiss likes to compare it to
the conference committees of the United States Congress: these have
the responsibility of ironing out differences between similar bills passed
by the separate houses so that one bill can be presented for the
President's signature.
Weiss' Committee is made up of all the interest groups on our
campus: Student Organization Executive Board, Faculty Senate
Executive Committee, Evening Student Council Executive Committee,
Graduate Student Association President, Staff Association President,
Collegians for Black Action President, Faculty Association: Director of
Field Services, Dean of Students, Vice-president of Academic Affairs,
Alumni Association President, Assistant to the President, and President
of the College are each represented on the Committee which discusses
matters of concern to the entire college community. Anyone may raise
issues through his representative, but to date the administration has
taken the initiative in most matters presented to the Committee. When
a particular item comes up it is discussed and then either submitted to a
special committee formed by the Committee's constituents, or referred
directly back to the individual bodies represented on the Committee.
Notice any similarities between Dr. Weiss' Committee and a
Congressional Conference Committee?
The differences are apparent, but more importantly, the
similarities are dangerous.
We saw how in the Johnson administration legislative initiative
reverted to the executive branch and away from the legislative branch.
Not unconstitutional, but certainly it is not within the domain of the
executive branch to initiate the majority of legislation.
At Newark State we are experiencing just that. And the fault lies
primarily with our elected representatives; they are permitting Dr. Weiss
to use his Committee as a rubber stamp for his ideas. (Exceptions do
occur as when David Lichtenstein, President of Student Organization,
asked if a codified recruitment policy were really necessary at Newark
State; but remember, this is the exception.) For the Committee to have
any legitimacy, all members of the college community should pressure
their representatives to present college-wide problems thrQugh it, but
not until two other points are clarified.
First of all , none of the representatives to the Committee were
given the opportunity to present the Committee to their constituents.
This could easily be remedied during the meetings of these bodies
during this month . Secondly, their constituents were never given a hand
in determining the validity of a College Conference Committee which
has already made decisions which effect every member of the college
community. How long will the representatives to the Committee permit
an elite to make such important decisions for the college community
such as the code of behavior?
I'm not questioning the legal right of the respective executive
boards, etc. to make these decisions, I am merely questioning the
propriety of such conduct on such important issues, especially the code
of behavior which was a product of this Committee and which should
have been written a year ago!
I will first of all take this opportunity to condemn Professor
Donald R. Raichle, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Rights and
Responsibilities, and those who served on the Committee with him.
This special committee was actually a reorganization of a committee
chaired by Dr. Frank E. Bachkai last year which also failed to
·accomplish the task of developing a code of behavior.
With Dr. Weiss and the State Board of Higher Education
breathing down their necks, this committee reported out a document
which is not worth the paper it was reproduced on. (My dog. however,
was able to find a way of getting partially absorbed by one copy, placed
carefully on the floor next to the New York Times which is more
absorbing and occasionally more worthy for this purpose.)
The speed with which this document was assembled and approved
by the various governing bodies of the college compares to the speed
with which the Senate was able to choke America with the Gulf of ·
Tongking Resolution, which, incidentally, was an administration
initiated resolution.
Today the Gulf of Tongking Resolution is defensible, tomorrow a
code of behavior will be indefensible; both documents are contrary to
the concepts embodied in our Constitution.
Next Week: The Code of Behavior.

The first appearance of this
new column will concern itself
with some noteworthy albums, or
duds, that have appeared on the
music scene recently and have
received little or no mention.
Rod Stewart, former lead
singer with Jeff Beck and
currently with the Small Faces has
presented a second album,
Gasoline Alley (Mercury SR
61264), which is really good.
Stewart is one of the few vocalists
who can wring emotion from the
simplest of songs and melodies
and give the listener the
impression that all is spontaneous
and real. Gasoline Alley displays
Stewart at his best doing songs
that range from the Stones' It's
All Over Now to the pas to rial Jo's
Lament. A very nice package.
Surprisingly enough, Bread, On
the Waters produces a few
enjoyable moments before it gets
bogged down in cuteness. The
group uses it's fine vocal abilities
to divert the listener's attention
from the mediocrity of some of
the material. It usually works too.
Side one of the record
(EKS-74076) stands out because
of the Buffalo-Springfield-ish
quality of the harmonies. Pleasant
to listen to.

Elektra has chosen to re-release
Lonnie Mack's 1963 Wham of a
Memphis Man, package and the
results are extremely gratifying.
Mack as both a singer and guitarist
was so ahead of his time seven
years ago that it boggles the mind
to even think about that when
listening to the album. Mack
jumps back and forth from
playing guitar riffs that would
knock the sox off of half of
today's garbage rock museums to
performing vocals in a way that
would make Cocker proud. Wham
is jsut that, a musical punch in the
stomach.
On the opposite end of the
spectrum, after listening to the
Doors' Absolutely Live alpum
(EKS-9002) one feels like
punching someone in the
stomach. To say the least, it's
disappointing, to say more is
ludicrous.
While still on the subject of
ridiculousness, Pig Iron (CS-1018)
is another one of those
so-you-wan t-to-b e-a-hom-band
projects. The material is
somewhat mediocre and the
listener can practically predict
every time change before it come.
One consolation though, they are
not as pretentious and boring at

Blood, Sweat, and Tears whom we
will ignore here . (We never did
like supper club music.)
Going from the ridiculous to
the sublime, Crabby Appleton
(EKS-74067) is an absolute joy to
listen to the five man group take
seemingly simple material and
transform it into beautifully
interesting music. Michael
Finnelly's vocals are superb. The
group itself slithers in and out of
musical styles with ease. It's rock
for rock's sake , jazz for flavor ,
latin for spice. They are Santana
with talent. Music with joy. A
totally alive sound.
Last on he list for this week is
Better Times Are Coming (EKS

74075) by Rhinoceros. The group
has finally gotten a needed shot in
the arm from drummer/vocalist
Duke Edwards who replaces
former Mother Billy Mundi. Once
with the Checkmates LTD.,
Edwards lends the group his
subtle rhythm & Blues feel to a
number of songs with electrifying
results. Unfortunately the album
also has a number of
instrumentals which add up to
trivial crud. Pretty good, though.
Next week: The Mothers, Cat
Stevens and others.

Son Of The Strike Collllllittee
The ·Strike Committee, which
brought about many changes on
this campus after the Cambodian
invasion ·and Kent State
Jackson State massa,;res in May
has been active over the summer
and will be a potent force in the
coming school year. Among the
things that have or are being done
by the Committee (now called the

"Community Coalition) are the
implementing of a new student's
Rights Bill, the organizing of an
Alternate Orientation Program for
incoming Freshman, the
setting-up of a Free University on
Campus, and the scheduling of
lectures and workshops on varied
topics. The Coalition is now
issuing a call to all students who

want toget involved in something
that matters, something that
brings results to the campus, the
surroun~ing community, and the
country. We need you if you're
willing to work and you have a
good head. Please contact Howard
Duff, M.B. 140, leaving your
name and mailbox number and
you will be notified shortly,
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Book Store Speaks Out
by Linda Phelan

Mr. Vincent Porcaro, Newark
State's bookstore manager , has
" se t the fac ts straight " o n policy
and pricing by° issuing a statement
on the bookstore's operation. This
statemen t, precipitated by student
complaints conce rni ng the store's
policies and pricing, is issued to
c l ear up any poss' ible
misco nceptions.
" The b oo k store," Mr.
Porcaro stated , " is empowered to
ope ra te and is supervised by the
N.S.C . Coopera tive , made up of
students , f a c ult y, a nd
administrative personnel. It is not
a sm all , private enterprise ,
independent of the college ."

Strike: Some Afterthoughts
The Strike is over and the vast
majority of the students and
faculty who struggled to close
Newark State are back again to
participate in their normal
educational roles of grader and
gradee.
All will not be normal,
however, because many found
themselves understanding some of
the broader issues which
confronted us, and perhaps will
find ways to translate this
understanding into the language
of learning a nd te ac hing
experiences.
Because grades had to be
individually negotiated, many
students spoke to their teachers

The fact that this country
reacted with total apathy to the
concern so many students
expressed throughout the
country, the fact that this country
is still in Vietnam, and inspite of
the probability that we will have
ground forces returning to
Cambodia, is no reason to
consider the strike at Newark
State a failure in view of the
above accomplishments.
Some teachers and students
activiated by the events of last
May were active through the
summer and are still active now.
But what form will this activity
take? Since all of those who met
during the summer ( and who ·now
call themselves the Community

by Ken Wilson

for the fits\ time and some faculty

Coa\ition),

worked

members were amazed to find

constructive

changes

that they had been teaching
human beings all al ong.
Some student s had the
opportunity to participate in the
d e mo c r a ti c pr oc esse s o f
petitioning canvassing and
picketing.

college, it seems highly unlikely
that any form of violent activity
will occur at NSC.
However, the efforts of these
member s o f the co lleg e
community could be directed to
more extreme meth ods if our

toward

in

the

faculty and administration are
unwilling "to make the campus a
proving ground of ideas and a
training ground for skills needed
to improve the human condition."
During the year the
Community Coalition will
attempt to legitimately pressure
the Student Council and F acuity
Senate to achieve these goals. If
the attempt is successful, we all
gain; if not, then "the campus will
become the tool of either
authoritarian government or a
minority of coercive students and
professors."
(Both quotes are paraphrases
from a New York Times editorial
of Tuesday, September 8, 1970,
entitled Global Student UnresD

In regard to pncrng , Mr.
Porcaro pointed o ut that ,
"Textbooks and paperbacks are
sold at prices established by the
publisher. These are prices over
which the book store has no
control. However, in large areas
such as notebooks , paper supplies,
clothing , etc. , the store has set a

price , pOS$ibly below the normal
price. Novelty items o r seasonal
i t ems a re s o ld a t th e
man ufac ture r's suggested retail
price ."
It has already bee n stated that
the N.S.C. bookstore is not a
private , money-making operation
in the usual sense. Profits are
returned, t h rough various
channels, to the booksto re and
the college. Mr. Porcaro states
that " the bookstore tu rns over on
demand , to the Board of the
N.S.C. Co-op , sums of money
which the Board uses fo r activities
benefitting the entire college
community ." In addition , " All
o.t he r in co me goes toward
pur chases, payroll , expansion ,
off-campu s sales and proje cts
nece ssary to keeping the store
growing. "
Mr. Porcaro concludes saying ,
"The future is full of possibilities.
Suggestions, complaints, and
challenges are welcome by student
representatives on the Board to
the store manager. "

Business Office Relocated
The Business offices which
every student needs to locate one
time or another have been
relocated during the past summer.
The relocation of all the Business
facilitie s to the former , newly
air-c o nditi o ned Edu cational
Resource Center complex has
moved the Personnel , Payroll ,
Purchasing, Business and Mail
offices into one concentrated
a re a. Mr. James Callaghan ,
Director of Business Services, has
his office also located in the
complex.
"Prior to this move, the

Business offices were scattered
throughout the campus," Mr.
Walter Jablonski of the Business
office explained . " Now ," Mr.
Jablonski continued , " all Bu siness
office s are in one area and
administrative offices are together
in another. " An Administrative
building is to be built within two
year s; with groundbreaking
already completed.
The move has left offi ces free
fo r " rent" in the Administrative
wing of Townsend and in
Townsend.

You can start in the mailroom,
or 9ou can start on

executive row.
"In most instances , the behavior of the (marijuana) smoker is of a
friendly , sociable character. Aggressiveness and belligerency are no t
commonly seen . . . Sm oking marijuana ca n be stopped abruptly with
no resulting mental or physical distress co mparable to tha t of morphine
withdrawal in morphine addic ts.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Marijuana does no t change the basic personality stru cture of the
individ ual. It lessens inhibi tio n and this brings about what is latent in
his tho ughts and emotions but it does no t evoke responses whi ch wo uld
o therwise be to tally alien to him .
*
*
*
No evidence was fo und of an acquired tolera nce fo r the drug.
From, the study as a whole, it is concluded that ma rij uana is no t
a drug of addiction, co mparab le to morphine, and tha t if tolerance is
acquired , this is of a ve ry limi ted degree. Furthermore, those who have
been smoking marijuana for a period of years showed no men ta l or
physical deterioration which may be attributed to the drug.
The lessening of inhibitions and repressio n , the eupho ric state ,
the fe eling of adequacy, the free r ex pressio n of tho ughts, and ideas, th e
increase in appetite fo r food brought about by marijuana suggest
therapeutic possibilities .. ."
The above excerpts appear in a summary of the Mayor's
Committee on Marijuana report published in 1944. It contains the
findings of a team of twenty-eight leading physicians, psy chiatrists,
research chemists , pharmocologists, and sociologists.
What are your reactions to Drugs? "Stone" is interested in y our
opinions and your feelings about drugs . .. Share your experiences ,
your problems , your questions , and your concerns with us . We may
provide a little help for our friends.
Address material to St one , Box 100, Newark State College, and
drop in the interoffice mail depository at the main entrance to the
College Center Building.

Most people say you have to start at the bottom no matter how high you want to climb.
Is that rea lly so?
Maybe it's a story they tell just to get people to start
at the bottom .
The United States Ai r Force lets you sta rt clim bin g
as soon as you get out of Off icer Training School. If you
have a college degree you become highly responsi ble,
fast , as an Air Force pilot.
You become a space-age leader on the Aerospace
Team.
Lots of people start at th e bottom.
We're asking you to start on executive row.

UNITED STATES AIR FOReE
Box A, Dept . SCP-79
Randolph Air Force Base, T

I

I
I

s 78148

Plea se send me more inform~t;on,
.,__
_ Age _ __

Name
College
Graduation Date

---- I
_ __ I

_____ Phone _ __

I

Address
City __ _

I
I
I

---- 1
_ _ _ State _

_ __ _ Zi p _ _

I understand there is no obligation.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

I
I
I
I

- - - - - -- -- - - -- - --------~
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The Band At
The Arts Center
-~

'.\

by Robert Abline

Of course then there is the
little gem which appeared in the
one would want to take on the May 7th edition of this paper
task of writing a personal column under the title of " Tricky Dick's
for the school newspaper. It is Last Trick." While it would be
evern more difficult to explain quite amusing to quote the entire
why one would want to write a piece, space does not permit it.
political column ; and it is virtually However, the last two sentences
impossible to explain why one are excellent ex am ples of
would want to write a column "nonthiruc"
under the designation of
"It may come (the death of
"conservative".
America) by revolution or it may
Nevertheless, this writer has
come
from
internal
undertaken just such a task and
decomposition, but no matter
the motivating factors revolve
how, it's coming. I hope the
around the events of last May ,
people of America have enough
when the wheels of Academe were
foresight to not try and set up
brought to a screeching halt as
anymore attempts at government
students emerged from their shells at all." I have decided to encase
of apathy in revulsion at the this pearl in a glass frame to
Cambodian intrusion and the remind me constantly of what
killing of four Kent State students happens when people stop
by National Guardsmen. It was thinking and start acting.
not the protesting per se that
Now I have a strong feeling
caused me to desire to infect
others with my political opinions. that at least on this campus a
To be sure, being democratically repeat performance of the
oriented, I can certainly spectacle of last May is not in the
appreciate the need for dissent cards. None the less, I feel
and opposition in a free society. sufficiently provoked to cause a
However the tactics, rhetoric and small ripply of conservatism in
designs of these particular this vast sea of radicalism. It will
protestors left much to be desired. be may task to attack, expose,
For example, amid all the agitate, and rebuke people, ideas,
emotion and mayhem no one ever myths, and just plain bad
stopped to give a clear or op1ruons. I say bad opinions
convincing argument as to why it because it is my belief that some
was necessary to close down opinions are far better than
hundreds of colleges and others, and since this is a free
universities because the President society, I like to traffic in all of
decided to initiate the Cambodian the better opinions.
Those wishing to trade
invasion. Further, I have heard no
sound arguments as to why the polemics, those who desire to be
death of the Kent State students, complementary, and those
however appalling, should usher in intending to be abusive can reply
an era of intellectual nihilism. Of to this column in letters
course, if someone had said that it submitted to the INDEPENDENT
was only two weeks before final or those placed in Mailbox No
exams, and one excuse is as good 500 with this writers name on the
as another so long as exams can be envelope. Further, you can send
cancelled, then I may have had letters to Mr. Ed Naha, whose
more sympathy with this, an desire for diversity in this paper
prompted him to allow this
honest cause.
It would seem , however, that column to appear weekly. And in_
the students at this school were the event that the sentiment
hell bent on taking the advise of should never again be expressed to
one our sage professors who him, I am deeply greatful.
robustly proclaimed that it was
"time to stop thinking and start
acting." No sooner had these
pearls of wisdom beein uttered
when hundreds of students
(Continued from Page ~)
promptly ceased thinking and
discussions
led by upperclassmen
began to act. In the process of
in
various
classrooms
on campus.
acting they, as did their peers at
The final orientation day ,
other institutions, destroyed
academic freedom and violated Wednesday, September 16th ,
the personal rights of hundreds on began at nine-thirty with the
registration for library cards and
this campus.
Groups of students roamed I.D.'s for those freshmen who did
likes herds from class to class in not attend the Summer
an attempt to intimidate those Orientation program. At eleven
who desired to continue the a.m . transfer students were
thinking process. The faculty, assisted with their library card
-becoming increasingly alarmed at registration and I.D.'s.
Freshmen reactions to
the events rapidly transforming
Orientation
were generally
aroudn them, felt the necessity to
hold a meeting among themselves. approving. Claudia Ferraro felt
However, some students who were "the upperclassmen were a big
aided and abetted by a few help and very enthusiastic".
faculty members, refused to allow Ronnie Burstein said it was "a
such a meeting to take place. It good chance for everyone to meet
was perhaps that incident that each other. The upperclassmen
opened many professors eyes to were very willing to help.'' Janet
the real nature of the people who Gartner's response was perhaps
confronted them. To be sure, the more familiar to upperclassmen
fear was that some of the faculty looking back to their own
may still have been thinking, and orientation: "I'm very confused. l
this was clearly not the time for feel like I'm walking around in all
different directions."
that.

It is difficult to explain why

Welcome CJ ass
0£1974

by Marla Cohen

You ste p over the hump of a
!awned hill and suddenly stare
down into a magnificent
amphitheatre - you feel like
y o u ' re in 2 001 , o n an
interplanetary flight that features
a live concert instead of a movie
on route, with a vast maze of red
sea ts descending from all
directions to a huge state.
However, this flight is supervised
by six busloads of cops who try to
command respect without letting
their clean white nightsticks
appear too conspicuous - after
all, they have 15,000 hyperactive
hippies to keep in line, and
they're no doubt wishing that the
Garden State Arts Center would
please ban all buy the
Kostelonetz, Bernstien, Bolshoi,
and Montovani-type musicians to
avoid attracting the wrong kind of
crowd so they could stay home.
The 2001 scene proved to really
by 1984 . ..
By now you're probably
wondering, "But how was The
Band, already?" and , at the same
time, y9u're perhaps realizing that
the concert impressed me less
than the atmosphere. I couldn't
help that, even though I tried,
really I treid. The problem was
the universal one with live rock:
too damn many decibals. The
distortion reduced much of their
fine, expressive singing to a
crackle and overmixed the guitars,
organ, piano, and drums into one
big SOUND - true, it was
musical, but you had to know
their albums pretty well to be able
to distinguish who was playing
WHAT. The instant I heard the
first syllable of this, I groaned,
resigned myself to a foot-tapping,
maybe catching a few close-ups
through a neighbor's binoculars and anticipating the return home
to my stereo albums and
headphones . . . l guess I'm just
spoiled.
·The 15,000 kids around me
were ecstatic anyway, though,
especially during the songs that
they recognized ; not only because
this was THE Band - that
phenomenal country legend living
in the very shadow of Bob Dylan
- but also because of the group's
stage presence ; a country-zest and
"tightness' emanating out from
the music and it's writer Robbie
Robertson. (Paradoxically, he is
the quietest one on stage, but you
can tell he's the leader because the
others watch him.) They are the
only "slick hicks" I've ever
encountered: rustic voices that
slide up and down to intricate,
close harmonies; natural and
sim pie sounding arrangements
which are actually polished,
complex, and unique toThe Band
- in fact , lately other groups, like
Procol Harem, sometimes lapse
into sounding like them. The
Band's influence on rock music
has been sudden and considerable.
What do they sing ABOUT
From this concert alone, you
would have hardly a clue to go on;
distortion drowned most of the
country poetry as well. Perhaps if
you listened super-closely, you

might have deciphered a chorus or
two:
Up on Cripple Creek, she sends
me If I spring a leak, she mends
me I don't have to speak, she
mends me I don't have to
speak, she defends me A
drunkard's dream, if I ever did
see one ...
Birt then l'm too well acquainted
with the album to know that for
sure.
Somehow it didn't matter. At
the end of a too-short concert, the
audience cheered for more.
Finally, The Band came out,
waved , and shrugged as if to say,
"Look, we're being told to
' split ... " Over the PA, an
expressionless female voice tried
to inform us, "Due to technical
difficulties
" BULLSHIT,
interrupted the crowd's roar, and
kids packed closer to the State.
Then MORE! MORE! MORE!
MORE! Down went the lights,
and The Band donned instruments
to sing a song called "Jemima
Surrender" (JI onder if THAT was
supposed to mean anything?).
These 15,000 "freaks" must have
scared the shit out of the
uncomprehending
est ab 1is hmen t-managemen t,
without intending to, either, just
by living and enjoying in
"strange" ways: i.e. ·, not
submitting to house light when
excited, and making SUCH
NOISE! No wonder the cops tried
to hustle us out so quickly especially my firend Stan, writing
for Hi-Fi Stereo Review. They
denied him an interview for some
bureaucratic reason or other, and
now he was further unnerving
them with his attempts to get
photos of their nightsticks. In a
minute we were surrounded and
given and instant escort OUT .. .
or else. "Just doin' my job!" the
Wells Fargo Man shouted. "You
do your job, I'll do mine . . .''
Stan's Press pass had really
embarrassed him.

From Pres: Office
Dr. Nathan Weiss announces
that he has accepted with regret
the resignation of Dr. Robert
Polglaze from the Office of Vice
President. Having served the
administration of the College so
very ably during its period of
tr a n sition, Dr. Polglaze has
de cided to return to the
classroom.
Unit] a Vice President for
Academic Affairs is appointed,
academic matters normally under
the purview of that office will be
the responsibility of an Academic
Council made up of Dr. Granger,
Dr. Youtz, Dr. Nichols, Mr.
Longacre , and Dr. Nagy. Dr.
Robert Granger will serve as
chairman of the Council, and Mr.
Fred Marder will act as executive
secretary. Non-academic duties
and responsibilities vested in the
Office of the Vice President will
be re-assigned to individuals
designated by the President of the
Board of Trustees.

From
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send you I 00 gummed,
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pictures . You ' ll find
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seal or sign your letters,
identify books and records. Use them for datebait, or just for fun .
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name Swingline from
any Swingline package.
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What's Happening With Women?
by Janet Wilson

"Is Roel<: The Answer?"
by Howard Duff

We are in a period of searching for an answer to dilemmas, both
the world's and our own. Many things have been tried, ranging from
blowing up buildings to letting it all go by with nary a word nor a
whimper to handing the reins of rule to Tricky Dick and Sly Spiro. It is
quite obvious when you read the papers and do a little soul searching
that our problems still remain and the answer has still not been
uncovered.

Well , a few years ago , people began to notice the strange ways
that young people acted under the influence of the demon potion,
Rock n' Roll. They pointed ou.t the breaking down of barriers between
the youths and the straight-forward way the kids treated each other
when Rock filled the air. But turn off the rock . .. anJ the people went
back to their zip-guns and gang wars.
Now this would seem to indicate a sort of cosmic energy was
brought out, or perhaps created, by Rock . This has been noted and
talked about but strangely, it has never been put to practical (note:
practical) use. Might not this energy be unleased to bring people
together (both with themselves and with other people)? An interesting
thought. For what is Rock , but a feeling; "vibes" if you're inclined to
use that term . It is this feeling, the true freedom one experiences, the
ecstasy of realizing you're alive, the joy of just breathing; that is the
meat of the matter. Think back to the last time you felt like this.
Wasn't it great? Now think of feeling that way for most of your life.
WOW! But how do we do it?
First off, we must learn to loosen up, to act naturally, to cut out
all of our pretentiousness, TO CUT THROUGH ALL OF LIFE'S
BULLSHIT. Look at yourself and try, try to put yourself in the correct
perspective. Be honest with yourself for once. Now look at the guy
next to you and do the same, accepting him for what he is , not what
you think he should be. Start to listen to Rock in small groups and in
small doses. As you feel your energy level growing, listen more often.
Intermix with other groups of people, but don' t make the mistake that
our system of capitalistic perversion has done - don't bring money into
it. You then begin to force people into feeling good because they paid
$15.00 and they know that they're supposed to have a good time and
damn it, they are! That just ain't what ta docter ordered, no sir. So,
from our intermingling with people from other groups you go on to
meet more and more people and listen more and more until pretty soon
you just feel sooo good and you can relate to people with that nifty
Rock N' Roll goodness. And the best part is that the other guy feels the
same way!
These are the basics of some of the things we will be talking
about in the "Contemporary Music and Counter Cultures" class that is
part of the Free University program being set up by the Community
Coalition (alias Strike Committee) on this campus. Watch around
school, the pages of the INDEPENDENT, and my next column for a
further explanation of the Free University program , and the exact time
and location of this class, which may be the first class you ever got
anything relevent out of.

All over the country women's
awareness of the legal, social,
sexual, economic, and attitudinal
injustices towards themselves have
brought hundreds of thousands of
their sisters into the ranks of the
women's liberation movement.
But you may say you have not
been discriminated against as a
woman, never felt used as a sex
object , never felt patronized by
males in a conversation , never
done work a man would refuse to
do , Yet all of us are pushed into
"female roles" from the time of
our birth. As little girls we help in
the kitchen. As adolescents we are
initiated into make-up, hairdos,
the "right clothes" , even beauty
contests (a throw-back to slave
market days), and the psychology
of sexploitation; it's what we look
like, not who we are inside that
counts. As high school or college
graduates we find ourselves
reaching toward that great
American myth (helped along by
all the advertizements on T.V . and
in the so-called women's
magazines), that being wife and
mother is nirvana for every
woman .
Well, sister, unless your head is
together and your husbands head
is also, and you don't dig all that
sex role bit you were raised to
emmulate, and you have friends
like you and great job experience
(which pay you for your work,
not for your being male or
non-male), and you have lots of
other things going for you,
marriage and motherhood is pure
hell ( and lonely too) - unless of
course you enjoy being exploited.
Why does our economy pay wages
for some kinds of work and not
for others? In Sweden men and
women are paid for the work they
do in the home. 40% of all
mothers in the U.S . work . Of
those working full time two-thirds
earn less than $77 a week . When
they return home they face
another job which earns no wages
( and no escape.) Notice that even
in the more "liberated"
households, the man "helps" the
woman; rarely does he fully share
the responsibility and work of
keeping house and raising children
- even if his wife works .
Women also discriminate
against women; it may come in
the form of competition for men

CASH
for all your
re-saleable texthool{s
immediate cash
no waiting
no bargaining
Today Sept. 17 and Friday Sept. 18
9 to 5:30
BOOK AND .SUPPLY STORE

(a date with a guy always takes
The movement fights male
precedence over a date with a girl chauvinism, but has no wish ' to
friend) or intellectual favoritism ( oppress men . The logical end of
a guy can communicate women achieving full justice and
intellectually much better than a personhood is that men's
girl, and I can learn more from oppression will also cease. Women
him than I could from a girl. will stop using manipulation and
Females are only concerned abou t subtle castration to get what they
petty things.) But we can discover want from men ; instead they can
where these attitudes come from honestly and directly cc nfront
and how our society fosters them. men with their needs and desires .
Sexism ( discrimination against Women will share the economic
a person because of sex) exists burden of the family (not just
everywhere, we discover , once we "help out".) Men will experience
women raise our co nsciousnesses. more of parenthood. Husbands
Sexism is ingrained in us and in and wives will stop their desperate
our institutions. As an individual I dependency on each other and
can change my head and influence instead retain their separate
my husband, my friends, and the identities and share life in a fuller
kids I teach, but with a group I and more mature way. Men will
can do more. I have learned my relate to women in other roles
sisterhood with women through besides the sexual one.
And speaking of sexual roles,
experiencing a group. Women
together are not as impotent as have you ever thought about why
socie ty would have them believe. some attributes are considered
Look at what's happening.
feminine and some masculine? I
The Women's Center in N.Y.C. walked into an office on campus
(36 W. 22nd St.) serves as a to visit someone and was asked if
communications center. There are I knew how to take dictation
writing collectives publishing since all the secretaries were out
excellent women's magazines and at the time. Later I wondered why
newspapers, a craft cooperative , a the same question wasn't asked of
musicians collective, the Joan Bird a guy who was also there ...
Panther defense Fund, women's
swomen's groups, women's
communes, groups setting up 24
hr. child ca re centers, a
secretaries' tores, high school
Mrs. Dor.e en Kaplan Bitterman
women's groups , women's · has been appointed to the Newark
communes, groups setting up 24 State College Board of Trustees,
hur. child care centers, a by action of the State Board of
secretaries' group, a health Higher Education. Her
collective, gay liberation groups, a appointment fills the vacancy that
Black Woman's Alliance, groups in existed with the resignation of
N.J. fighting the abortion laws, a Mrs. Moffett. Mrs. Bitterman, a
graphics collective in Newark, and -resident of P aterson, is a
at the heart of it all
housewife who has been active in
innumerable consciousness-raising the Red Cross, Mother's March on
groups ( or "small groups") which Polio, the National Hemophilia
formtheirownpurposes.
Foundation, the Barnhart
One characteristic of women's Hospital Junior Auxiliary , the
groups is that they are YM-YWHA, the PTA and in the
democratic ; decisions are made by Women's American Organization
group concensus. Kate Millet said for Rehabilitation and Training.
during the August 26th Strike
Mrs. Bitterman has attended
that despite what TIME magazine the Latin-American Institute, New
tries to say, the women's York University and the Vale
liberation movement has no School. Her term is for a
leaders.
three-year period.

New Trustee

What's so special
allot Special Educatil ?
Man_v things .
Special Education is !caching children who can't
learn in ways most children lcarn.
It's usi ng new tcd1niques. new m<:thods and
equipment in building bctter li\'CS for those who
ha\'t: phvsica l, mental or emotional problems which
ha\'c giwn them lcmning handicaps .
It 's the special jo_v of teaching a deaf or
hard-of-hearing child to communicate-a blind or
visually impaired child tu read-a mentally retarded
youngster tu be self-reliant, ur even self-supporting.
Special Education is a profession that is personally
rewarding-and offers professional security because
the need for special educators cannot he met
for many years. Right now, 5 million children
need 300,000 teachers-yet pnly 70,000
educators are engaged in the profess ion .
Write todav for inrormation 5buut ca reers in

Special Ed;,cation, and about 1.)li"kinds of financial
assistance for those who qualit'y.-

--C•1111
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Soulful Weekend Slated For Oct.
The College Center Board has
planned a soulful weekend for
October 16 & 17 as its first major
event of the year. The Chambers
Brothers and Factory will appear
in concert on Friday , Oct. 16 at
8:00 p.m., followed on Saturday
evening at 8:00 by the noted
off-Broadway production of To
Be Young, Gifted and Black.
Tickets for the entire weekend are
$3.00 and can be obtained at the
Information Desk , Student
Center.
The Chambers Brothe rs. Four
of them are from Mississippi.
They are beautifully black,
gangly, rather like great Watusi
warriors. In addition, there is one
whose soft, cockney accent is
almost missed, and justifiably so,
because it has captured some of
the phraseology of the Bronx, a
great borough within the
metropolis , New York, or more
aptly referred to by the very hip
as "The Apple. " Also, a referrent
of the very hip, is The Chambers
Brothers who are them, what is
happening in music.
Just where they fit in music,
however, is anybody's guess. For
those acknowledgers of trends,
fads, handles, or "bags," the
Chambers Brothers belong to the
pop scene; belong to the blues
scene . In other wo rds, all those
juxtapositions mean they be long
to the total music scene, and are
playing every conceivable type of
music there is.
The above, if it seems to be

difficult to understand , is, and
does req uire a stronger definition,
but not the Brothers. They are the
real , raw truth, and their music ,
which very recently has been
accorded that all important
reward , a Gold Record for selling
a million albums, suggest only one
thing: they are among the valid
who will survive while the weak
and unwarranted moonbeam
chasers _will have to lo0k for new
routes to renew the once bright
music ca reers.
The Brothers , Joseph, George,
Willie , Lester, and Brian Keenan,
are creating their own moonbeam.
Just how far it will take them in
the music world is undeterminable
at this time . How the Brothers
fee l about what they are doing,
and what their future looks like,
offers something more than a
premonition .
Says George , the oldest of the
brothers and the bass player of
the group, " I don't know . We' re
trying to deliver some kind of
message, like getting people
together with peace and love
instead of so much violence and
everything."
There is a majestic , king-like
appearance to the youngest
Brother Joseph, who makes you
fee l like a brother when first
meeting him . Under t h at
handsome war~ior expressio n is an
alert mind bot h mu sically (he
plays guitar and harmonica) and
philosophically-. He agrees with his
brother George that, "With our

Chambers Brothers

Within the framework of The
Ch a m bers Brothers' sound,
rhythmn has been the most
compelling ingredient. It is the
force of the percussionist that
punctuates Lester's wailing
voca lizing; that accentuates
Willie's and Joseph's "getting into
it" guitaristry , and gives the
perfect balance for George's

as "the harlequin of the group ...
a pensive, humanistic clown."
belongs to only part of that
quote, the "pensive, humanistic"
part. The derby he wears duri ng
performances and traveling , with
the unorthodox snapped b rim ,
might be suggestive of a clown ,
but the hat thing is not a
gimmick, it is part of Lester's
character.

music we try to bring as many
people as we can together. It's like
our crusade for togetherness."
Slight and possessive of a slow,
calcu lated way of putting wo rds
in front of words, Willie re0ects a
togetherness all his own, though
in size he is the sma llest of the
Brothers .
Lester , referred to in an article

(Continued on Page 10)

ANNOUNCING

FREE UNIVERSITY
COURSES OPEN TO EVERYONE

I

BRING YOUR MOTHER
COURSE OFFERINGS

COURSE GUIDES

1. Contemporary Music and Counter Cultures ..... . ....... .. Bob Diferdinando and Howard Duff
2. Field Studies in Urban Life ... . .. ... ........... ... ...... . ... . ....... . .. .Charles Tyson
3. Hatha Yoga . . ...... . ... . ....... . . ... .......... ...... ........... .. . . . .Dina Cetrulo
4. Minorities and the Law ... ; ....... . .... .. . . . . .... ACLU attorneys, M. Diamond and A. Gold
5. Sexual Revolution? .... . ........ . .... ... .· . . . .... . . .... . ........ . ..... . . Gene Fixler
6. ??? Anyone interested in OFFERING a course, contact Don Maroun, Student Activities Off.

Return this form to : Don Maroun, Student Activifies Office.
Name
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Telephone No. . . .... ... ........ .. . . ..... . .. ... . . .... .. ...... . .... . ... . ..... . .. . .. .
Address ........ . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . ....... .. .... . ........ . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . ..... . . .
COURSE NUMBER 1 ...... . No. 2 ....... No. 3 .. ..... No. 4 ...... . No. 5 ..... .. No. 6 . . .... .. .. .. ..... .. . .
Return one of these forms for EACH course you would like to attend. Get them in early, we may have
to limit enrollment. Courses will begin the first week of October; times and places to be announced.
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Soulful Weekend Planned
(Continued front Page 9)

r

funky Fender bass figures . And it
is all provided by Brian who is
white , a condition that hasn't
been too popular with many of
the Brothers' black fans.
Unquestionably , color had
nothing to do with Brian being
hired by the Brothers to handle
their percussion department.
George , who is Brian' s stablemate
in the rhythm department,
responds to playing with a white
drummer in this way . "I've played
in front of quite a few different
drummers , but from the very first
time with Brian it' s been just like
clockwork , everything is always
together ."
The praises for Brian are
justified mainly because being a
part of the Brothers means being
in tune with what the Chambers
Brothers are all about. "We like to
try all kinds of stuff. But people
ask you , "What are you in ? We
just say it's Chamber Music."
And it is Chamber music -- a
collective sound - which has
captured audiences all over the
world and brought about the
recent demand for the Brothers in
Europe (as of this writing the
Brothers embarked on their first
concert tour out of the U.S.)
They are an accepted part of the
music of today , although in many
circles their music is not
considered "soulful" enough for
ma11y of the black fans. In fact ,
these same fans doubt there is a
valid soul sound to what the
Brothers are doing, of which some
of the Brothers have something to
say.
"Yes we consider our music
soul music," offered George. "We
consider all music soul music.
Probably not the kind of soul
music that they play on the soul
stations . .." Then as though
having a change of thought,
George continued with : "Well,
since we very seldom make it on
the soul stations, I don't suppose
we can call it soul."
Whether the Brothers have a
soul sound or not depends on
what you're listening for, and how
educated your ear is to the
different music which go into all
of the music of today. For one ,
the blues makes up a great portion
of what is taking place today. And
the Brothers are heavily armed
with every essence of the blues.
They also flavor their music with
the attractive and exciting hues
found in Gospel music. After
asking the Brothers about their
earliest days in Mississippi and
what kind of music they listened
to, there is a revelation by Joseph
which explains their music growth
pattern .
"My father was like a deacon
and my mother was very involved
in all the church activities, so we
were strictly interested in church
singing. My own interest in pop
music didn't develop until
somewhere around 1957 ."
_ Religious music, or Gospel also
became the initial means by which
the Brothers, when they arrived in
Los Angeles, made some of their
earliest money performing. Blues
was the thing they did at first,
admits the Brothers, but later on
it was the Gospel. Tunes like
..Pe ople Get R eady" and
"Midnight Hour"
some
. show. . off
.......
. ..

.

\,

College Center Board
Fall Film Program

October 30-31 - All-Nite Film
Festival (7 p.m.-7 a.m.)
September 20 - Butch Cassidy November I - Bonnie and Clyde
and the Sundance Kid
November 12 - Knife In The
Water
September 27 - Let It Be
November 22 - Lion In Wi11ter
October 4 - Putney Swope
December I - Greetings
October 11 - John and Mary
October 18 - The Boys In The December 6 - Oh! What a Lovely
War
Band
December 13 - Monterey Pop
October 25 - " Z"
October 29 - Halloween Double January 5 - Black Orpheus
Feature - The Haunting and _ January IO - Pre-Exam Festival
January I 7 - Mid-Exam Festival
Village of the Damned

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FRESHMAN INTERESTED
IN JOIN ING
COLL EGE CENTER BOARD:
MEETI NG, WEDS. SEPT. 23
7:00 P.M.
ALUMNI LOUNGE

N.S.C.'S COFFEEHOUSE

KAR MA!
WILL BE OPEN ON ALL
TUESDAY (FREE) AFTERNOONS 1-4:30 P.M.
of the Gospel coloring they
employ.
With the trend toward protest
material , and the Brothers playing
before audiences who
acknowledge more of the protest
material than any other kind of an
audience , the question was put to
Willie.
"No , we don ' t believe in
protest . . . I don't! Progress is
where it's at. "
Joseph interjects a thought on
the same subject.
"We protest in a different way.
We don't protest outright." Willie,
however, bounced back with some
additional comments on Vietnam ,
civil rights and an additional
comment on protest music.
"We protest against protest.
Black people are crying because
we 're never in history. And the
history that's there is untrue. To
make history for race, we should
be into creating something ...
build something, not tear down.
Our kids, years from now, are
going to be reading about the
destructive things to others. I'm
for civil rights and I think every
man should be able to do his
thing, but each individual,
regardless of what color he is ,
controls his own freedom, and
you can be as free as you think ."
To hear Brian talk about his
being part of the Brothers , you
readily see that Willie, and all the
other Brothers, control their own
freedom. It is the same when they
collectively compose a tune . And
they certainly do it with a
freedom that generates a special
brand of enthusiasm out of their
audiences. However , one of the
accusations often made at the
Brothers is that they play white
music .
"We're constantly accused
of that," Lester flatly admitted.
"All I can say is the black people
are too proud to get up and see
what other black people are
doing, if they're _do~g a.n,_y!pf!g.,

They would rather sit at home
and criticize without seeing for
themselves . They think because
we play to white audiences, that
we play white music. We play to
whoever comes to hear us."
It would seem that it really
doesn't matter who is out there in
the audience accepting the
exciting and enjoyable
pandemonium emanating from
the Brothers. Lester's comment
about what goes through his mind
when he is on stage performing
indicates an approach by the
Brothers made for everyone.
"Nothing goes on in my
mind except what I'm doing.
They (the audience) put you in all
sorts of moods. They change you
as often as they want to.
"You see, when you're
performing the whole section in
front of the auditorium might be
sitting stiff, but look in the back
and there is one person hat's
really turned on . . . feeling the
way you are. Then you begin to
respond to that one person. And
then, the next thing you know ,
you have that person, then
another person, and so on doing
the whole thing."
The Chambers Brothers are a
whole thing when it comes to the
entertainment field. They are as
they say , without a bag,
non-categorical , just swmgmg ,
creating a lot of exciting music
and causing their audiences to
reduce their inhibitions arid let it
all hang out.
The Brothers have found they
can be happy doing their thing .. .
playing their music. They are a
warm , sincere, happy and serious
quintet that would like to sing
forever . . . their whole life is
music.
Also appearing with the
Chambers Brothers on October
l 6th is Factory .
One year ago, from varied
m u sical b ackgro u nds, nine
musician-singers
began what today
•
•
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•
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•
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WEDS. AND FRI. EVES. (350) 7:30-12
DROP BY FOR MUSIC , READING ,
CONTEMPLATION, HOME BAKED GOODIES
EXOTIC COFFEES & TEAS
is fast becoming one of the New
York area's most popular and
promising rock groups, Factory.
Thanks to recent exciting
concert appearances with Richie
Havens, Joe Cocker , Mountain,
Chuck Berry , Al Kooper, and Ten
Years After a large segment of the
listening public is becoming well
aware of F ACTORY's presence in
today' s music scene .
Their music is a blend
incorporating Jazz, Blues, Rock,
and Soul. FACTORY has no one
"bag"; to place them into any one
classification of music would
de prive them · of the uniqueness
that is theirs.

Members of FACT ORY
include, Joe Tarantini who
alternates between rhythm and
lead guitar; Jim Bocchini on bass
guitar; Gene Molino, lead and
rhythm guitar and vocals; Jerry
Cordasco on drums and vocals ;
Dave Weiner on trumpet; Joe
Mongiovi on tenor saxaphone;
Mike Naso on alto saxaphone ; Jirn
Brown on Hammond organ and
vocals; and Ed Naha who handles
the lead vocals.
Their audiences range the
spectrum from Jazz buffs to Hard
Rock enthusiasts. FACTORY is
happening now; with a futuristic
look and sound that really must
be seen to be appreciated.
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Dear Freshman,
Well, here you are at good old Newark State, the mecca
of intellectual ennu&. Actually, the school can be pretty nifty
and most of the nasty things you've heard about it aren't
true. Like what, for instance?
Well, let's take the parking situation. Many people say
that it's not adequate. That's not so. It's ludicrous. Fretting
over lack of packing space is diverted when Willis Hall lot
becomes one of the great lakes during a rainstorm. If water
sports are not your forte you may enjoy the weekly
post-rainstorm group mud-such, our all neat sport that pits
you and your car against a hungry sea of mud, the grand
prizes are your life and your auto. If one enjoys bump-cars,
any of the parking lots will prove enjoyable during the annual
winter wonderland sheet of ice extravaganza held from
· December until spring thaw.
Eating on campus is also a lot of fun. Roughly, it can be
compared to opening a seafront fruit stand at Pearl Harbor
on Dec. 6, 1941. In short, it's time to play you bet your life.
Actually, the food on campus isn't THAT bad ... if you're
broadminded; and you don't particularly mind hamburgers
that scream when you bite them and jello that gets up and
walks around your table six times before it decides to settle
down. By the way, concerning the composition of the
hamburgers, ever notice the strange lack of squirrels on
campus?
And what about campus social life, you may ask. Go
ahead, ask. 0.K. Well, all incoming freshmen have a choice.
Either one can sit in the snack bar and hear a thousand
people mumble verbal oatmeal for hours or one can meander
into the T.V. room and watch re-runs of Popeye while
someone does something witty like throwing up on the rug.
Between the two rooms is Sloan lounge which can only be
described as Purgatory with a piano.
And of course there are classes. Classes are extremely
important at Newark State since they provide one of the few
times one can rest while at campus.
One last note, if you find that now you are here you
enjoy the place . .. there is free health service on campus.
Hairly Yours,
Ed Naha
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Football At N.S.C.?
by Tom O'Donnell

.•

Well! Mr. Waterman did it. He did what others had threatened to
do for several years. He overcame such obstacles as the Administration
the State of New Jersey , and student apathy - ho pefully. Mr'.
Waterman should go down in the annals of Newark State as one of
those who succeeded in trying to do so mething for the school despite
aU the opposition from everywhere . On October 3 , 1970, remem ber
that date, at Brook lyn College in New York nd if you are not doing
anyth ing important like ea ting lunch , go over to Brooklyn Co llege and
yo u will see something that you have heard talked about but never seen
before by human eye~: a footba ll team from Newark State College ,
Un ion , New J ersey. Yes. Mr. Waterman has carried out his threat ; he
has succeeded where others tried and failed (remember Mr. Williamson).
Football is a reality at Newark State. If you can't make it out of bed on
Sat. , October 3 to go up to Brooklyn College , well , on October IO there
will be a game against Stoney Brook at Newark State. Yes , that's right
- at Newark Sate's football fie ld. Again Mr. Waterman has done
something for Newark State. The field is located behind the gym and a
large number of bleachers were put in place for people to sit on to
watch a footba ll game, and no women's field hockey. Yes, football is
here at ewark State . The American Dream has come true . Now all that
has to be done is fo r the team to upset No tre Dame !
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Squires Prepare For

Fall Football Debut
by T om O'Donnell

This year marks the beginning of varsity football at Newark State . The job of fielding the first football
team has been given to Mr. Hawley Waterman . The coach started last spring by gathering names of
prospective players who would want to play for Newark State . At that time , there were 60 names on the list ,
· but through spring practice and people dropping o ut of school now with about three weeks left until the
opening game against Brooklyn College there are about forty players on the sq uad.
While the squad is lacking in
numbers, there are some positions
that are having real battles to see
who will be starting against
Brooklyn College. There are two
scrimmages coming up that should
help Mr. Waterman dec ide on the
starti ng eleven. The Sq ui res
scrimmage J ersey City State on
September l 9 at Jersey City and
then on September 26 they
scrimmage the Montclair State
freshman . At quarterback there is
a fo ur-way battle for the starting
position . J im Canizzo, Greg
Smith, Bob Montefusco and
Chuck Behm are the four who
hope to direct the Squire gridders
to a winning season in their first
year. There will probably be
Among the defensive lineman are Waterman to decide what players
several players who will see action
both ways. Among these players is
J erome Dunn (200), J oe will play where when the team
Wilbur Aikens at end who coach
Schaffren (200), Kenny May takes to the field at Brooklyn
Waterman feels is his most
(205), Wilbur Aikens who is the College on October 3. The team
experienced player. Lou Ferrante
lightest at 188, but may be the ca ptains are Wilbur Aikens, J ames
at 220 is as the coach stated , "a
roughest. Soph. Harold Gray also Cannizzo and Joe Schaffren. The
very versatile player." He could be
has looked good on the defensive first home game is October I 0
used on the line as well as a
line being the biggest man at 26 5. against Stony Brook , followed the
running back. The defensive front
Since the team has not had a next week by Homecoming
fo ur should not lack in size either.
scrimmage yet, it is hard for Mr. aga inst Paterson State.

N.S.A.

·What Is It?

Oct.
3
10
Homecoming
17
24
31
Nov.
7

Br9oklyn College
Stony Brook

2: 00 (A)
2: 00 (H )

Paterson State College
Fairleigh Dickinson
New York Institute of Tech.

2:30 (H)
2:00(A)
1:30 (A)

Rutgers - Newark

1:30 (H)

Soccer 1970

Su ccess Depends

On Team Effort
by Ken Graf

L together and develop the right

This year , Newark State's
hopes for a successful soccer team
w i II not depend on the
performance of one person alone ,
as in previous years. What it will
and must take is a complete team
effort. This is basically the
thoughts of new soccer coach Pete
Au fsesser , a gradu a te of
Springfield College, where he
played his soccer, and the
University of Buffalo where he
gained his Ed.M. Although he is
not much older than the seniors
on the team (23), he has already
gained the respect and confidence
of his players. Coach Aufsesser
said "it is still too early to tell but
from what I have seen , Newark
State's soccer team has the
potential of becoming the best
team Newark has had yet." But
this can only be done if the
players can hustle and play

attitude, that of the desire to win.
So far , I 8 players have been
practicing regularly with more
expected. Among the 18 are 9
ret u rning lettermen led by
Co-Captains lvo Lekic and John
Wilson followed by Pat Nesgood ,
Hank Rutkowski , Al Morino,
Sandy Pyonin, Gus Tesentos,
Jorge Barca, and Ken Graf. The
newcomers are Bill Cook, Joe
Dunn, Bob Jordan, Jim Skoba,
Mike Knoth, Kemal Davut, J im
Augus, Mark Russell, and Al
Merola. The·re are a couple
pre-season scrimmages that should
help Coach Aufsesser decide on
starting positions on the team.
The two home scrimmages are
against Staten Island Community
College on Saturday September
19 at 11 :00 and against Stevens
on Wednesday September 23, at
3:00.

VAR SITY SOCCER SCHEDULE

(Continued fr om Page 3)

by the presence of millions of
Protestors that would physica lly
obstruct the beaurocra ts from
running the war machine.
Bill Baird,
president of the Parents Aid
Society , defended the right of
every woman to decide whether
she wants to terminate her own
pregnancy.
Baird described abortion as a
simple operation which can be
performed with little risk by
trained people and blamed
repressive laws for the countless
deaths of women who try to abort
themselves out of desperation.
Baird has personally helped over
10,000 women get an abortion
without one fatality.

V arsity Football Schedu le

ABOR T I ON

W O MAN'S

LIBERAT ION

Feminist Betty Friedan described
America as a paternal society in
which the role of women has been
as sex object for the ruling class of
men.
She d escr ibed Women 's
Liberation as a two-sexed
revolution destined to end the
existing hostility between the
sexes, stating "When women are

free, then man is free - and that
is the way it must be " .
D ECEN T RALIZ A TION

Redi stributing the power in
socie ty to allow community
control of its own destiny is an
important a im in social
revolution. Cities must be broken
up and the people who make up
each community allowed to
decide what is best for themselves.

Sept.
Paterson State College
30
Oct.
Upsala
2
Rutgers So. Jersey
7
Glassboro Stat e
10
Bloomfield
13
~
Southhampton
15
..,._
Homecoming
Monmou th
17
Montclair State
21
Marist College
24
Drew
27
Jersey City State
31
Nov.
4
T renton State
7
Alumn i
11
Sacred Heart
Coach : PETER AUFSESSER
Captains: lvo Lekic, John Wilson

3 :00(A)
3:00(A)
3:30 (A)
11 :00 (H)
3: 00(H)
3:30 (A)
11:00
3:00
11:00
3:00
11:00

(H)
(H)
(A)
(A)
(A)

3:00 (A)
11: 00 (H)
3: 00( H)

